Committee Bill No. 5898 No Wrongful Deaths

You can fill in the blanks from the Oregon model stats that 1/3 changed their mind and did not use the lethal script. It follows that 1/3 of the balance 66% also changed their mind but were forced to satisfy the facilitators. 1 in 5 were likely euthanized after changing their minds.

The violating States must close this gap in the safety net and they know exactly how to repair the damage...there are no excuses only oppressive intentions.

There are eleven categories of wrongful deaths.
A wrong diagnosis
A wrong prognosis
Unaware of available treatments
No access to palliative care
Denied funding for medical treatment
Mentally ill at risk
Ableist judgement of “better off dead”
Bullying or coercion
Killed without request or while resisting
Social contagion of suicide
Not a rapid or peaceful death
PS: expect expansion of categories due to “category creep”.
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